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Develop children’s fluency with b

 

Fluent computational skills are de

to 20 and times-tables facts. Spen

to improved fluency. This can be

meaningless rote learning; rath

understanding through identifying

that the products in the 6× table 

develop a strong sense of numb

fluency. Our children will learn th

to make connections:  

 

Develop children’s fluency in men

 

Efficiency in calculation requires 

emphasise the importance of 10 a

 

For example:  

9 + 6 = 9 + 1 + 5 = 10 + 5 = 15.  

 

We will refer to “magic 10”. It is h

 

Develop fluency in the use of form

 

Teaching column methods for 

procedural and conceptual flue

structure of the mathematics pr

place value. We will use Base 

development of fluency and unde

Informal methods of recording ca

fluency with formal methods of r

short period to help children und

calculations. They are stepping sto

 

For example:  

 

×10  ×5  ×2  
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ith basic number facts  

e dependent on accurate and rapid recall of basic 

pending a short time every day on these basic fact

n be done using simple whole class chorus chanti

rather, this is an important step to developin

fying patterns and relationships between the tables

ble are double the products in the 3× table). This 

umber relationships, an important prerequisite f

n their multiplication tables in this order to provide

 mental calculation  

res having a variety of mental strategies. In particu

 10 and partitioning numbers to bridge through 10.

 is helpful to make a 10 as this makes the calculatio

 formal written methods  

for calculation provides the opportunity to de

fluency. We will ensure that the children unde

s presented in the algorithms, with a particular e

se Ten apparatus and use representations to s

nderstanding.  

g calculations are an important stage to help child

 of recording. These informal methods will only be

 understand the internal logic of formal methods o

g stones to formal written methods.  

     
 

     Stepping stones to formal written methods 

Develop children’s understanding of the = sym

×4  ×8  ×3  ×6  ×9  

sic number bonds 

 facts quickly leads 

anting. This is not 

loping conceptual 

bles (for example, 

This helps children 

ite for procedural 

vide opportunities 

rticular, we will 

 10.  

lation easier.  

 develop both 

understand the 

ar emphasis on 

to support the 

hildren develop 

ly be used for a 

ds of recording 

ds  

 symbol  

×7  
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The symbol = is an assertion of eq

that what is on the left of the = sy

the symbol. But many children int

calculation, as a result of always s

3 + 4=  

5 ×7=  

16 – 9 =  

 

If children only think of = as mean

are likely to get confused by empt

 

3 + Ԃ= 8  

 

Later they are very likely to strugg

3y = 18 

 

One way to model equivalence su

It is important to vary the position

Year 1 to deepen children’s under

 

 

Teach inequality alongside teach

 

To help young children develop th

understanding of inequality.  

 

One way to introduce the < and >

visual representations such as:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

to show that 5 is greater than 2 (5

Balance scales can also be used to

 

Incorporating both equality and in

develop their conceptual understa

have to decide whether the missin
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f equivalence. If we write: 3 + 4 = 6 + 1  then we are

 = symbol is necessarily equivalent to what is on the

n interpret = as being simply an instruction to evalu

ys seeing it used thus:  

eaning “work out the answer to this calculation” th

mpty box questions such as:  

ruggle with even simple algebraic equations, such a

e such as 2 + 3 = 5 is to use balance scales.  

ition of the = symbol and include empty box proble

derstanding of the = symbol.  

aching equality  

p their understanding of equality, they also need to

d > signs is to use rods and cubes to make a concre

 

 2 (5 > 2), 5 is equal to 5 (5 = 5), and 2 is less than 5

d to represent inequality.  

nd inequality into examples and exercises can help 

erstanding. For example, in this empty box problem 

issing symbol is <, = or >:  

 

5 + 7 Ԃ 5 + 6 

 

e are saying 

 the right of 

valuate a 

n” then they 

ch as:  

oblems from 

ed to develop 

ncrete and 

n 5 (2 < 5).  

elp children 

lem children 
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An activity like this also encourage

know that 7 is greater than 6, so 5

 

Asking children to decide if numb

mathematical reasoning. For examp

 

a child might reason that “4 plus 6

+ 6 + 8 must be less than 3 + 7 + 9

 

In both these examples the numb

establish the answer without actu

further the importance of mathema

 

Don’t count, calculate 

  

Young children benefit from being

relying on ‘counting on’ as a way o

 

Rather than starting at 4 and coun

to 10 to deduce that because 4 + 

 

Look for pattern and make conne

 

It is important to use visual repres

however, does not happen automa

and make their own connections.

terms of reasoning and looking fo

question “What’s the same, what

example; “What’s the same, what

times table?”  

 

Use intelligent practice  

 

Children engage in a significant amo

homework exercises. However, in

avoid mechanical repetition and t

process with increasing creativity 

provides the opportunity to devel

required to reason and make conn

improve their fluency.  

 

For example:  
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rages children to develop their mathematical reaso

 so 5 plus 7 must be greater than 5 plus 6”.  

mber sentences are true or false also helps develo

example, in discussing this statement:  

4 + 6 + 8 > 3 + 7 + 9 

 

lus 6 and 3 plus 7 are both 10. But 8 is less than 9. T

 + 9, not more than 3 + 7 + 9”.  

mbers have been deliberately chosen to allow the

actually needing to do the computation. This emph

thematical reasoning.  

eing helped at an early stage to start calculating, ra

ay of calculating. For example, with a sum such as:

 

4 + 7= 

counting on 7, children could use their knowledge a

 4 + 6 = 10, so 4 + 7 must equal 11.  

nnections  

presentations and concrete resources. Understand

tomatically; children need to reason by and with th

ons. We help children get into good habits from Yea

g for pattern and connections in the mathematics. 

hat’s different?” frequently to make comparisons. 

hat’s different between the three times table and 

t amount of practice of mathematics through class

in designing [these] exercises, the teacher is advi

nd to create an appropriate path for practising the 

vity (Gu, 1991). The practice that the children enga

evelop both procedural and conceptual fluency. Ch

connections between calculations. The connections

easoning: “I 

velop 

 9. Therefore 4 

 the children to 

mphasises 

g, rather than 

 as:  

ge and bridge 

anding, 

th themselves 

m Year 1 in 

ics. We use the 

ns. For 

and the six 

lass- and 

advised to 

 the thinking 

ngage in 

. Children are 

tions made 
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Use empty box problems  

 

Empty box problems are a power

through intelligent practice. They

ways to calculate. They enable c

thinking about conceptual connec

 

A sequence of examples such as:

3 + Ԃ= 8 

3 + Ԃ= 9 

3 + Ԃ = 10 

3 + Ԃ = 11 

helps children develop their unde

and invites children to spot the pa

 

This sequence of examples does t

3 × Ԃ + 2 = 20  

3 × Ԃ + 2 = 23  

3 × Ԃ + 2 = 26  

3 × Ԃ + 2 = 29  

3 × Ԃ + 2 = 35  

 

Children should also be given examp

example:  

4 × 5 = 10 Ԃ 10  

6 Ԃ 5 = 15 + 15  

6 Ԃ 5 = 20 Ԃ 10  

8 Ԃ 5 = 20 Ԃ 20  

8 Ԃ 5 = 60 Ԃ 20  

 

These examples also illustrate the

procedural and conceptual fluenc

 

Expose mathematical structure a

 

Developing instant recall alongsi

important. This can be supported

below:  
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werful way to help children develop a strong sense

They provide the opportunity for reasoning and f

le children to practise procedures, whilst at the

nections.  

 as: 

nderstanding that the = symbol is an assertion of e

e pattern and use this to work out the answers.  

es the same at a deeper level:  

 examples where the empty box represents the ope

 the careful use of variation to help children develo

ency.  

re and work systematically  

ngside conceptual understanding of number bo

rted through the use of images such as the exampl

ense of number 

nd finding easy 

 the same time 

of equivalence, 

 

 operation, for 

velop both 

bonds to 10 is 

mple illustrated 
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The image lends itself to seein

connect one number fact to anot

5.  

Using other structured models su

help children to reason about mat

 

 

 

Connections between these mod

mathematics is represented in dif

different?” has the potential for c

 

Illustrating that the same struct

generalise mathematical ideas a

that the 

stays the 

only the 

that 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Move between the concrete and 

 

Children’s conceptual understan

concrete, visual and abstract repr
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eeing pattern and working systematically and c

nother and be certain when they have found all t

ls such as tens frames, part whole models or bar 

 mathematical relationships.  

models should be made, so that children understan

 different ways. Asking the question “What’s the s

or children to draw out the connections.  

tructure can be applied to any numbers, helps 

as and build from the simple to more comple

and the abstract 

rstanding and fluency is strengthened if they 

representations of a concept during a lesson. Movi

d children can 

all the bonds to 

ar models can 

stand the same 

he same, what’s 

lps children to 

mplex numbers, 

recognising 

structure 

same; it is 

numbers 

change. 

hey experience 

oving between 
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the concrete and the abstract h

contexts, thus providing the oppo

of, abstract symbols.  

For example, in a lesson about ad

a picture to represent the sum  

 

Alternatively, or in a subsequent l

images correctly represents the su

 

Contextualise the mathematics 

 

A lesson about addition and subtr

 

“There are 11 people on a bus. At 

get off. How many are now on the

 

This helps children develop their u

But during the lesson the teacher

children are thinking about this ca

then the teacher should ask the c

 

“What does the 14 mean? What d

“There were 14 people on the bus

 

Then asking the children to interp

will give a good assessment of the

to link the concrete and abstract r
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ct helps children to connect abstract symbols w

opportunity to make sense of, and develop fluenc

t addition of fractions, children could be asked to d

 

 

nt lesson, they could be asked to discuss which of 

e sum, and to explain their reasoning:  

 
ics  

ubtraction could start with this contextual story:  

. At the next stop 4 people get on. At the next stop 

 the bus?”  

eir understanding of the concepts of addition and s

her should keep returning to the story. For exampl

is calculation  

14 – 8 

he children:  

at does the 8 mean?”, expecting that children will a

 bus, and 8 is the number who got off.”  

terpret the meaning of the terms in a sum such as 7

f the depth of their conceptual understanding and t

act representations of mathematics. 

ls with familiar 

ency in the use 

to draw  

 of three visual 

 

top 6 people 

nd subtraction. 

mple, if the 

will answer:  

 as 7 + 7 = 14 

nd their ability 
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Notice how 

children are 

Slide 1: Start 

write the number sentence (abstr

Slide 2: Start with the story (concr

(abstract).  

Slide 3: Start with the number sen

Slide 4: Start with part of the stor

and then write the number senten

 

The children move between the c

increasing level of difficulty.  

 

Use questioning to develop math

 

Teachers’ questions in mathemati

children can give the right answer

children’s conceptual understand

focus on questioning that encoura

This can be done simply by asking

solved a problem, and to compare

Children quickly come to expect th

reasoning, and they soon start to 

calculation strategies are more ef

teacher to guide them to the mos

own ideas.  

 

Rich questioning strategies includ

 

• “What’s the same, what’s 

In this sequence of expressions, w

 

Discussion of the variation in thes

between the calculations and hen
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each activity varies.

asked to:  

with the story (conc

bstract).  

oncrete) and complete it. Then write the number se

 sentence (abstract) and complete the story (concr

story, complete two elements of it (concrete with c

ntence (abstract).  

he concrete and the abstract and back to the concr

athematical reasoning  

matics lessons are often asked in order to find out w

wer to a calculation or a problem. But in order to d

anding and fluency, there needs to be a strong and

ourages and develops their mathematical reasonin

king children to explain how they worked out a calc

pare and contrast different methods that are descr

ct that they need to explain and justify their mathe

t to do so automatically – and enthusiastically. Some

e efficient and the children’s thinking will be scaffo

most efficient methods, whilst at the same time val

clude:  

at’s different?” 

s, what stays the same each time and what’s differ

 

these examples can help children to identify the rel

 hence to use the pattern to calculate the answers.

ries. The 

concrete) and 

er sentence 

ncrete).  

ith challenge) 

ncrete, with an 

ut whether 

 to develop 

 and consistent 

ning.  

 calculation or 

escribed. 

mathematical 

Some 

affolded by the 

me valuing their 

ifferent?  

 

e relationship 

ers. 
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• “Odd one out” 

Which is the odd one out in this li

 

This encourages children to apply

could be:  

“15 is the odd one out because it’s

“16 is the odd one out because it’s

“22 is the odd one out because it’s

 

If children are asked to identify an

24 

they might suggest:  

“36 × 4 is the only product whose 

“13 × 5 is the only product whose 

 

• “Here’s the answer, what 

Children are asked to suggest pos

lesson about addition of fractions

complete this sum:  

 

 

 

 

 

• Identify the correct questi

Here children are required to sele

A 3.5

Th

 

Was the question:  a. How hea

b. How long

 

• True or false 

Children are given a series of equa

  

 

are expected to reason about the

  

• “Greater than, less than or
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is list of numbers: 24, 15, 16 and 22?  

pply their existing conceptual understanding. Possib

e it’s the only odd number in the list.”  

e it’s the only square number in the list.”  

e it’s the only number in the list with exactly four fa

fy an ‘odd one out’ in this list of products:  

24 × 3    36 × 4     13 × 5    32 × 2 

 

ose answer is greater than 100.”  

ose answer is an odd number.”  

hat could the question have been”  

 possible questions that have a given answer. For ex

ions, children could be asked to suggest possible wa

estion 

 select the correct question:  

 3.5m plank of wood weighs 4.2 kg 

The calculation was:   3.5 ÷ 4.2 

heavy is 1m of wood?  

 long is 1kg of wood?  

equations are asked whether they are true or false:

 the relationships within the calculations rather tha

n or equal to >, <, or = odd one out”  

ossible answers 

r factors.”  

or example, in a 

e ways to 

alse:   

Children 

 than calculate 
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These types of questions are fu

understanding is developed alon

give pupils who are “rapid graspe

complex ways.   

 

 

Expect children to use correct ma

complete sentences 

  

The quality of children’s math

significantly enhanced if they a

terminology (e.g. saying ‘digit’ r

thinking in complete sentences. 

 

• I say, you say, we all say 

 

This technique enables the teache

their ideas with mathematical pre

key conceptual ideas or generaliti

knowledge and build understandi

For example:  

 

If the rectangle is the whole, the s

 

Having modelled the sentence, th

before asking the whole class to 

valuable sentence for talking abou

knowledge.  

 

Another example is where childre

but keeping the sentence stem th

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children use the same sentence s

For example:  
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e further examples of intelligent practice where

alongside the development of procedural fluency

aspers” the opportunity to apply their understand

t mathematical terminology and to express their r

mathematical reasoning and conceptual under

ey are consistently expected to use correct ma

it’ rather than ‘number’) and to explain their ma

s.  

 

acher to provide a sentence stem for children to co

l precision and clarity. These sentence structures of

alities and provide a framework to embed concept

nding.  

he shaded part is one third of the whole.  

, the teacher then asks individual children to repea

 to chorus chant the sentence. This provides childre

about fractions. Repeated use helps to embed key c

ildren fill in the missing parts of a sentence; varying

 the same. For example:  

ce stem to express other relationships.  

ere conceptual 

ency. They also 

nding in more 

eir reasoning in 

derstanding is 

t mathematical 

ir mathematical 

o communicate 

s often express 

eptual 

epeat this, 

ildren with a 

ey conceptual 

ying the parts 
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Similarly:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When talking about fractions it is 

the whole in the same sentence. T

doing so.  

 

Another example is where a math

 

For example:  

When adding 10 

This is repeated in chorus using th

 

Identify difficult points  

 

Difficult points need to be identifi

these need to be an explicit part o

children’s difficulties if they happe

seeking to uncover possible difficu

others will have a similar difficulty

we learn most by working on and 

confident. Discussion about difficu

thoughts about their own exampl

understanding. 

 

 For example:  
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it is important to make reference to the whole and

ce. The above examples help children to get into th

athematical generalisation or “rule” emerges with

 10 to a number, the ones digit stays the same 

 

g the same sentence, which helps to embed the co

ntified and anticipated when lessons are being desi

art of the teaching, rather than the teacher just res

appen to arise in the lesson. The teacher should be

ifficulties because if one child has a difficulty it is lik

culty. Difficult points also give an opportunity to rei

and through ideas with which we are not fully secu

ifficult points can be stimulated by asking children t

mples when these show errors arising from insuffic

and the part of 

o the habit of 

within a lesson.  

e concept.  

 designed and 

 responding to 

 be actively 

is likely that 

 reinforce that 

ecure or 

ren to share 

ufficient 
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